HELLO ...

... IT’S NICE TO
MEET YOU.
We would like to introduce ourselves because although
we are not personally acquainted, we are virtually always a part of your life and the daily round. You will,
for example find us in your bathroom, when you look
out of a window, move a chair, or open the fridge.
This is because as a family‐owned company, since 1960 we have been manufacturing products
in metal and plastic, which make a contribution
to the quality of everyday living that by and large
goes completely unnoticed.
In fact, our products are backed by know‐how of
a complexity that at first glance one would hardly
credit. However, we have no problem with this
understatement and are more than willing to promise to continue to accompany your day‐to‐day
routine in future as a modest and inconspicuous
companion.

UNDER SECOND AND THIRD GENERATION OWNERSHIP
A family-owned company like ours
takes its business personally. We
understand that behind our statistics there are splendid people. We
are grateful for this fact and from it
have learned that thinking in terms
of values not only leads to success,
but also ensures its durability. The
same applies to the acknowledgement of our regional roots, which do
not limit our cosmopolitanism, but
instead promote it. We are part of
the life of the world and above all,
part of your life.

Heart and soul provide our driving force,
pioneering spirit our strength.

ALUMINIUM PROCESSING
There actually was a time when aluminium was more precious than gold. Meanwhile this may have changed. But
nonetheless particularly in the case of
profiles for facades, windows, doors
and arches, aluminium remains invaluable. When processed by us (i.e.
milled, bevelled, cut, punched, drilled, ...) aluminium has just the quality
that we would anticipate were we one
of our customers, because we would
be dissatisfied with anything less.

ATTIKA
PROFILE ELEMENTS

Actually, what’s important is
the profile in the background!

WIRE PROCESSING
In theory at least, should you so request
we could create the gordian knot in wire.
That sounds more absurd than it is in reality, because you can actually order astonishingly complex wire solutions from our
company, which we will then plan, design,
produce and deliver.
These can be manufactured in large, very
large, small and very small series. What
we require for this purpose is either already in stock, or can be produced quickly
and individually. Because whatever you
wish is our command.

Foods find our
products really cool.

WIRE ELEMENTS FOR CHILLERS AND REFRIGERATED CABINETS

INJECTION MOULDING // PRESSING TECHNOLOGY
We know that plastics constitute an artificial material. However, the art is actually found behind the scenes in the
ability to create perfect performance for an audience of which you are
part. You can be certain that we will
adhere precisely to the script derived
from your requirements, irrespective
of whether long or short runs in either
thermo- or duroplastics are involved.

That sounds
really good.

PROTECTIVE COVERS FOR TABLES & CHAIRS

INJECTION MOULDING // PRESSING TECHNOLOGY

RT-Engeniering

Plastics
prepare the ground.

PLASTIC COMPONENTS

FOR AGRICULTURE
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WOOD PATTERNING

PROFILES

TERRACE FLOORING, WINDOWS, GARAGE DOORS

As a plastics and metal processing
company, we must herewith confess
our love of wood as a natural material.
However, although wood is truly wonderful, there are some areas in which
the use of aluminium elements with
wood patterning makes markedly
better sense and is more economic.
Seen from this angle, with our wood
patterning technology we may have
found the best possible compromise
between organic and synthetic nature.

Naturally enough,
it looks just like wood.

ALUMINIUM // STEEL

Beauty is
a point of view.
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PROFILES
STEEL COMPONENTS

OEM

WC SEATS
First fitting means initial responsibility, which we are pleased to accept
for the special design lines of leading
brands. At the end of the day, and
for that matter at its beginning, our
customers can both see and feel the
quality and interplay of our OEM components. However, what lies behind
these features remains hidden, even
though in reality it amounts to a very
great deal.

A truly excellent
first choice.

WC SEATS // BATHROOM FURNITURE

WC SEATS
BASKETS, STOOLS, ...
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Nothing but the
best for my princess.

Weibern, AUSTRIA
MKW Holding GmbH
MKW Kunststofftechnik GmbH
MKW Oberflächen+Draht GmbH

Ermolino, RUSSIA
MKW LTD
55.200833° | 36.5875°

Haag/Hausruck, AUSTRIA
MKW Oberflächen+Draht GmbH

ASSUMING RESPONSIBILITY
We are well aware of the fact that every
production process consumes energy
and makes demands on the environment. This is a fact that cannot by altered by any amount of smooth talking.
However, it is also precisely the reason
why we do our very best to ensure environmental compatibility, compensation and restitution. We care about the
source of “our” electricity and how the
money derived from our CO2 certificates is used. For we only have one
planet and we are all part of it.

We have regional roots, feel at home in Europe
and are part of your life.

Prešov, SLOVAKIA
MKW Prešov spol.s r.o.
49.016797° | 21.264077°

TOOLING &
JIG PRODUCTION

AUTOMATION &
SPECIAL MACHINES

ALUMINIUM PROCESSING
CONSTRUCTION
WIRE PROCESSING
PROTOTYPES
INJECTION MOULDING TECHNOLOGY
SIMULATION
PRESS TECHNOLOGY
PREASSEMBLY

SAND BLASTING

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
& DESIGN

1:1 IN ACCORDANCE WITH
YOUR REQUIREMENTS
AND NEEDS.

PAINT STRIPPING

WAREHOUSING

PRE-ANODISATION

CHROMIUM COATING

ELECTRONIC LINKAGE

ZINC COATING

We are working constantly on the efficacy
of our processes and are conscious of the
fact that cost‐efficient productivity commences with the very first meeting.

Therefore, we have created and designed
our procedures in such a way that in every
case they can and do meet your individual
requirements. In addition, should you need
or wish for something totally different, we
are also more than willing to discuss it.

POWDER COATING

QUALITY STANDARD
WOOD PATTERNING
ASSEMBLY
PACKAGING
LOGISTICS

MILY
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IMAGE LICENSING: SHUTTERSTOCK

WERBE ID 03/17 //

// MKW HOLDING GMBH
FN 107 698 f Wels Provincial Court
DVR-No.: 045 11 93 UID-No.: ATU 223 703 06

// MKW KUNSTSTOFFTECHNIK GMBH
Jutogasse 3, 4675 Weibern, AUSTRIA
Tel.: +43 7732 3711-0
Fax: +43 7732 3711-35
E-mail: office@mkw.at / www.mkw.at
FN 183 925 d Wels Provincial Court
DVR-No.: 045 11 93 UID-No.: ATU 473 528 04

// MKW OBERFLÄCHEN+DRAHT GMBH
Niedernhaag 31, 4680 Haag/Hausruck, AUSTRIA
Tel.: +43 7732 4141-0
Fax: +43 7732 3695
E-mail: office.haag@mkw.at / www.mkw.at
FN 240 949 m Wels Provincial Court
DVR-No.: 045 11 93 UID-No.: ATU 575 321 47

// MKW PREŠOV SPOL. S R.O.
L´ubochnianska 10, 080 06 Prešov, SLOVAKIA
Tel.: +421 51 776 4261
Fax: +421 51 776 4261
E-mail: mkw@mkw.sk / www.mkw.sk

// MKW LTD
Ermolino, ul. Zarechnaya 3, 249026 Kaluga region, RUSSIA
Tel.: +7 910 520 4298
Fax: +7 084 396 0256
E-Mail: mkw@mkw-sanitary.ru / www.mkw-sanitary.ru

